KS LEV 272 DROPPER POST – EXTERNAL ROUTING VERSION.
Price: £330.00 for external, £300.00 for internal routed // From: Jungle, jungleproducts.co.uk
Tested: Four months
For most of my riding career, I’ve been more fond of going up
than down. Priorities were low bike weight and stiffness, riding
down with my saddle in the middle of my chest was fine, I
wasn’t going to stop and adjust it during a race. But things, they
are a-changing. Cross-country courses are now more technical,
with downs getting just as tough as ups and I am, maybe,
getting a bit softer with age.
I have a dropper on my day-to-day ride. I love it. For local
riding I’d go as far as to say it’s a necessity if you don’t want to
waste loads of time each ride stopping to faff with seat clamps,
but you still want to ride technical trails. But with the weight
and reliability ‘issues’ that plague this market, do I really want
one on a race bike?
For me the simple limit was the post size. I run 27.2 on
both my race frames, partially for comfort, mostly to save
weight – a narrower post tends to be a bit lighter. At 532g for a
hydraulic dropper the LEV 272 is nowhere near as light as what
it replaced, but has allowed me to ride faster during races, and
with fewer near-death moments on training rides. Also, unlike
my Reverb, it hasn’t failed. After nearly 200 hours of riding I
can barely fault it. The market for dropper posts in 27.2mm has
been small to say the least, and in many cases either unreliable
or very heavy with some unintentional gonad retaliation.
Gravity Dropper, I’m looking at you.
First impressions speak a lot and the LEV 272 is
exceptionally well produced. The thumb release button feels
more natural than my Reverb, and more sturdy than my
Gravity Dropper, and after four months of no maintenance in a
wet summer it’s still running smooth with no cable drag.
Fitting the cable to the release was faffy. Even after I read
how to do it, it was still fiddly. This is really the only thing
about the seatpost I didn’t get on with, but it’s not something
you’d need to do too often as the sealing on both ends of the
cable outers has so far kept everything out.
With the LEV 272 you get 100mm of drop across any
point you want. Push the button, sit down, let button go, it
stays there. Press button and it slides back up at a nice sedate
pace without trying to aggressively castrate you. Perfect.
My real dislike of droppers comes from what happens over
time. Like most of us they tend to get a bit saggy/floppy. The
idea that it’s ‘normal’ to have a bit of lateral or vertical play in
a seatpost is abhorrent. It affects pedalling dynamics when the
base you’re pedalling moves. Would you be happy to have that
amount of play in your forks? Your suspension bearings? Your
headset? I thought not. So why do we let this pass on seatposts?
It makes no sense.
Thankfully, the LEV 272 has the least amount of
movement from any dropper I’ve tried. No vertical slip,
negligible rotational slip. To all intents and purposes, it feels like
a rigid seatpost while you’re pedalling along. Finally, something
that takes away my main bugbear with droppers.
Overall: I’ve been more than happy with the KS LEV 272.
Sure, it’s expensive, but it’s well made and you’re paying for
something that you’re probably not going to have to worry
about after a winter’s riding.
Greg May.
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